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combinatorial optimization problems, an ext
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proposed. Similar to existing approach, a ma
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
There are various meta-heuristic algo
literature nowadays. However, not all
algorithms were originally developed to o
search space. An example of this algorit
Kalman filter (SKF), which has been recent
Ibrahim et al. in 2015 [1]. The SKF is a 
optimization algorithm that is inspired by
capability of Kalman filter. In order to
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by using a sigmoid function as a mapping
particle swarm optimization (PSO) to op
search space [2]. 
The objective of this study is to e
algorithm for solving combinatorial optim
Similar to existing works, a mapping functio
enable the SKF algorithm to operate in binar
This paper is organized as follows. At f
briefly reviewed followed by a detail de
proposed Binary SKF (BSKF) algorithm. 
up will be explained, results will be show
Lastly, a conclusion will be provided at the e
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